We keep hearing or reading about the 'missing' index patient---Patient zero---who would explain everything about the origin of the contemporary scourge, the SARS‐CoV‐2 virus. Yet the earliest studies failed to identify any indisputable origin of the virus, after a first official notice from Wuhan authorities on December 31, 2019 (<http://wjw.wuhan.gov.cn/front/web/showDetail/2019123108989>), informed the public that a local epidemic of atypical pneumonia was developing. A major reason for the failure to know when or where the virus first appeared seems to have been the widespread occurrence of asymptomatic cases of COVID‐19. This precluded identification of authentic first cases (Cowling and Leung, [2020](#emi15053-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}).

The recurrent preoccupation with origins results from an omnipresent trend of human thought, which seeks a single origin of everything: the Origin of the Universe with a Big Bang---intended as a joke by Fred Hoyle---the Origin of the first cells with a LUCA---despite the fact that Freeman Dyson demonstrated that the emergence of the first cells required at least two origins (Dyson, [1985](#emi15053-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"})---and of course, the Origin of Man. We are 'adamists' we keep searching for a single event as a cause of everything. This preconceived attitude is so strongly built in our minds---we love two‐dimensional decision trees---that the way we construct phylogenies is systematically using dichotomies: evolving would mean choosing between two paths, and then two paths, ad infinitum, and this permits us to look for an origin, THE origin. But there is often more than one solution to an evolutionary advance, so why not a three‐dimensional mesh‐like source of living things?

This general trend would be just anecdotal if it did not have, in the present context, serious consequences. We look for the origin of SARS‐CoV‐2, because we see it as a single entity against which we could act using a series of established approaches, since the virus would follow a predictable route of contagion. The epidemic would resolve after 'herd immunity' had been created. Yet, SARS‐CoV‐2 is not a single entity (e.g., see Forster *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) and may not have a single origin: contemplating herd immunity with a heterogeneous population of viruses may be very misleading, at best. The same belief may be true when we think that we will soon have an efficacious vaccine soon---of course, we could be lucky, but being lucky is not the most probable outcome with evolving viruses. To progress beyond routine strategy, we must take the point of view of the virus and of its evolution and adapt our strategy to the corresponding insights gained, possibly even using the virus itself as a weapon against severe viral infections. This asks for some reflection about scenarios of origins. We must subsequently try and understand how a population of viruses evolves.

Scenarios for multiple origins {#emi15053-sec-0002}
==============================

To understand the past and anticipate the future of SARS‐CoV‐2, we must think out of the box. A detour will help us see how wrong it is to ask for the necessity of a unique origin. This will allow us to evade the unfortunate consequences of contemplating only one virus, whereas there is a continuum of variants, likely to display a variety of disease phenotypes (e.g., see Yao *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). As an illustration, here is an answer to the straightforward question, that of the origin of *Homo sapiens*. Just a few days ago yet another study, based on the analysis of the genomes of Icelanders, established that this population stemmed from *H*. *sapiens* ancestors who had hybridized with another *Homo* species, *Homo neanderthalensis*, and that, directly or possibly indirectly, their mongrel ancestors had also some *Homo denisova* genes, and perhaps genes from yet another descent (Skov *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). But the real situation is even worse, and it necessarily makes our origins extremely fuzzy. We have 46 chromosomes. Our ape cousins have 48. We know that our chromosome 2 is a head‐to‐head fusion of two separate chromosomes in apes (Stankiewicz, [2016](#emi15053-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). It is rather unlikely that this fusion event happened simultaneously in the matching chromosome pairs of a fertilized egg. It must have been a single rare event in a gamete of a member of an ancestral ape group, producing a single gamete (hence with half the chromosome complement of most cells) with 23 chromosomes instead of 24. Following mating, the parent animal produced an offspring with 47 chromosomes, an unbalanced number, which generated gametes with an uneven number of chromosomes. Assuming that this did not affect its fertility, through mating the mutant ape produced a progeny, half of which with the right number of chromosomes in its normal parent, 48, and half with 47, again. In a social group, this led to a small but significant cluster of individuals with 47 chromosomes, of both sexes, mixing up with 'normal' animals. Perhaps because of some tendency for homogamy---after all, the animals with 47 chromosome may have displayed a recognizable phenotype (Morris, [1999](#emi15053-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"})---a couple with 47 chromosomes happened to mate. Assuming Mendelian standard inheritance, this initiated a progeny that carried chromosomes in the proportions 1/4 (48), 1/2 (47) and 1/4 (46). Now, the individuals carrying 46 chromosomes could mate with any of those members, and, after several generations, a stable colony of members with 46 chromosomes could start developing, progressively adapting to this new genome, presumably across many generations. The origins of these ancestral hominins cannot be ascribed to one particular individual. It is a continuum and this led to the *Homo* genus, which evolved and further split into individual species, that, as we know now, interbred, further expanding the palette of the continuum.

The same is much likely to be true when we look into the origins of the present SARS‐CoV‐2 population of viruses. It comes from a continuum of viruses with related genomes. Besides bats (Joffrin *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), a variety of animals have been suggested to be carriers of the immediate ancestor of the present virus, including snakes (Zhang *et al*., [2020a](#emi15053-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}), pangolins (Zhang *et al*., [2020b](#emi15053-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}) and even bovines (Luan *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) or dogs (Xia, [2020](#emi15053-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"})! Why is this so important? Obtaining biological insight into the phenotypes associated with each viral genotype is the most interesting corollary of a multiple origin, but it may also answer a socio‐political question that repeats itself over the years, namely that which considers that the virus could have escaped, deliberately or accidentally, from a laboratory, despite stringent biosafety/biosecurity precautions.

Rumours and facts {#emi15053-sec-0003}
=================

The idea that the virus escaped from a laboratory is not new. In fact, back in 2003, quite a few people in China were afraid that the virus had been constructed and released in their country by some rogue American foe. The rumour was so widespread that it even reached the institute created in Hong Kong as a joint venture between the Institut Pasteur in Paris and the University of Hong Kong, the HKU‐Pasteur Research Centre Ltd (<http://www.normalesup.org/~adanchin/archives-HKUPRC/Expo2001.html>). To obtain evidence relevant to the rumour, those working on the 'in silico' floor of the laboratory were asked to study whether the virus genome displayed scars of recombination patterns. To their great surprise, they found that these families of viruses are likely to have suffered a considerable number of recombination events, notwithstanding convergent evolution (Zhang *et al*., [2005](#emi15053-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). This made the possibility that they were created by human manipulation extremely unlikely. The exact same question about SARS‐CoV‐2 has been raised, and the answer is again: the virus is certainly of natural origin (Andersen *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). Importantly, there appear to be observations that suggest that a virus causing severe cases of atypical pneumonia already existed in mid‐December 2019 in China (Guo *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}), possibly even in Italy, in France, and in the United States in January 2020 not initially ascribed to COVID‐19. It could well be that early ancestors of SARS‐CoV‐2, producing asymptomatic infections had already spread before causing clinical---COVID‐19---disease (Forster *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}).

Another confusing phenotype of SARS‐CoV‐2 viruses is that they propagate the disease according to quite different scenarios: random person to person transmission (Riou and Althaus, [2020](#emi15053-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), transmission within clusters (Shim *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) and 'superspreader' transmission (Hodcroft, [2020](#emi15053-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). These different modes may be characterized by differences in the way they channel evolution of each virus variant. In particular, we may anticipate two major scenarios of evolution: competing forms of the disease between patients hosting different virus mutants and co‐infection of a single patient with two or more mutants of the virus, allowing it to generate recombinants.

Competing diseases between patients infected by different variant viruses {#emi15053-sec-0004}
=========================================================================

In Wuhan hospitals, the healthcare personnel observed that the clinical characteristics of COVID‐19 patients at the onset of the disease became progressively different, possibly as new coronavirus variants emerged and spread over time and generations. Among a variety of other studies, a preprint published on March 2 by investigators working in Wuhan showed that it was as if there had been competition between different forms of the disease, assumed by the authors to result from infection by different strains of the virus (two major strains) infecting different people in Wuhan (Chen *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). This work established that SARS‐CoV‐2 was evolving gradually into two major forms, one causing flu‐like symptoms and another causing subclinical infections and some asymptomatic carriers. This was likened to a somewhat similar course of the SARS outbreak in 2003 (Ng *et al*., [2003](#emi15053-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}), with apparently two epidemic courses with different transmission routes occurring in Wuhan (Danchin *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Such a course of the epidemic might possibly reflect a progressive attenuation of the virus, but this interpretation requires investigation because a discrepancy in the way patients were officially recorded could have had the same effect. Alternatively, the evolution of the disease might have been the opposite, first following an asymptomatic course, succeeded by cases with more severe outcomes. The fact is if there is competition between virus variants at the population level, the viruses might create population mosaics of disease characteristics---infection fatality rates, transmission, immune status, etc. The apparent discrepancy between situations in different countries or regions may reflect virus evolution and viral variants, so it is crucial to obtain a fine picture of the virus genome variations across countries, eventually correlated with associated disease phenotypes. It is also important, when possible, to get time series of the virus evolution within individual patients over the course of infections.

Of course, human polymorphism also plays a role in the spread and severity of the disease with HLA involved in antigen presentation (Rubino *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) and carbohydrate protein tagging associated with the level of transmission \[(Le Mercier *et al*., [2019](#emi15053-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}), the blood group antigen H variants, type O being perhaps less prone to be infected (Zhao *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"})\]. And what about the Lewis secretion system, found to be important for MERS‐CoV but not yet explored for SARS‐CoV (Park *et al*., [2019](#emi15053-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}) and perhaps even the gut microbiome (Gou *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"})? In the context of human polymorphism, competition between viruses would be more prevalent in populations sharing a common environment, such as hospitals, dormitories or care homes, resulting in some form of mosaicism of the disease phenotypes associating genetic traits both of the virus and of the hosts. If this type of scenario is responsible for disease mosaicism, it could be essential to understand if we wish to design an effective vaccine.

At a finer level of granularity, as the virus evolves within patients---at a rate that is not insignificant (Li *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"})---people in families may be infected by different variants, creating family mosaicism. A local competition could thus be initiated between virus variants exhibiting different phenotypes such as one causing more severe symptoms and another causing milder symptoms but having enhanced transmission. Here, it is essential to remember that, from the point of view of a virus, success is not measured by severity of morbidity/rapidity of mortality, but by the ability to produce and transmit a sizeable progeny for a long time. The sampling and viral sequencing of all members of households with an infected member is thus an important endeavour. This is especially important as, in the long term, we can expect the virus to progressively attenuate as it slowly sheds its cytosine complement, for metabolic reasons discussed elsewhere (Danchin and Marlière, [2020](#emi15053-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). This hopeful situation would, however, be drastically altered if the organization of social groups, clusters in particular, led to increase its propensity to recombine.

Muller\'s ratchet: Recombination against attenuation {#emi15053-sec-0005}
====================================================

When the level of infection of a population becomes significant---either through natural transmission or when authorities try to enforce herd immunity, and also in cases happening in situations of sizeable case clusters---some individuals become multiply‐infected with different variants of the virus. In this condition, there may be competition between the variants within an infected individual, resulting in mosaicism of pathology within an individual. Most mutations have either no effect or deleterious effects affecting the fitness of the virus, with very few promoting sustained or increased virus survival and propagation; only the latter will survive. However, these will, in the long term, tend to attenuate the multiplication/virulence of the virus. There is, nevertheless, one family of mutations which may, transiently, during the course of the epidemic, improve the fitness of the virus, namely 'stealth' mutations that result in loss of a character of the virus metabolism recognized by innate immunity. Cases in point are mutations that alter cytosine metabolism, when loss of cytosines in the genome of the virus will make it somewhat more resistant to the antiviral, interferon‐induced, protein viperin (Danchin and Marlière, [2020](#emi15053-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). This evolution which may be beneficial for the virus at some point cannot last over many generations, and attenuation of the symptoms of the disease is likely to happen sooner or later as highly evolved variants replaced the initial population.

Attenuated viruses have traditionally been exploited for vaccination. However, while the generation of attenuated strains that could be deployed as vaccines was observed very early on in the case of Yellow Fever Virus (Theiler and Smith, [1937](#emi15053-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}), this took decades to be replicated for other viruses (Sabin and Boulger, [1973](#emi15053-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). Determination of variant 'success' over time could be instructive in this respect.

Already in 1935, Muller remarked that spontaneous mutations in a species would progressively lead to decrease its fitness and its evolutionary landscape, ending up in its demise (Muller, [1964](#emi15053-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, when viruses evolve as separate entities, without contact with other sources of genes, they are doomed to suffer the constraints of Muller\'s ratchet (e.g., see Fig. [1](#emi15053-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). However, it is known that coronaviruses are prone to recombine when a cell is co‐infected by two or more viruses of different genome type (Lai, [1995](#emi15053-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Graham and Baric, [2010](#emi15053-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). This has also been demonstrated with bacterial RNA viruses (Chao, [1990](#emi15053-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, co‐infection of the same cell with different variants of a virus, or even different viruses of the same family (e.g., positive‐sense RNA viruses) may lead to recombination, possibly restoring an ancestral phenotype. This is a critical process to counteract progressive loss of fitness as mutations accumulate.

![Muller\'s ratchet and recombination.\
Genes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, in an arbitrary order are mutated in a form shown as the lower case counterpart, at random as time passes by. This behaves in a ratchet‐like way because the probability of exact reversion is very low. After some time, all genes have been mutated and the virus has lost much of its initial virulence. The same process occurs independently for viruses of different descents. However, if some of the progeny of different genealogies are present in the same cell, they can recombine, and this allows them to recreate the ancestral form of the virus.](EMI-9999-na-g001){#emi15053-fig-0001}

As discussed at the beginning of this article, it is likely that recombination plays a key role in evolution of coronaviruses, i.e., the SARS‐CoV‐2 virus is a mosaic that has recruited/is recruiting a variety of functions via integration of pieces of genomes from different sources. This feature may prove to be a significant challenge in the search for the origin of the SARS‐CoV‐2 virus, especially in hosts such as bats, which host many different types of coronaviruses (Joffrin *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). Viruses multiply extremely rapidly. Wild animals are co‐infected by many viruses simultaneously, and this creates an enormous evolutionary landscape for viruses to explore. This is consistent with the idea, discussed in the case of the origin of *H*. *sapiens*, and especially because we do not have a clear 'index' patient, that there is not one origin of the SARS‐CoV‐2, but a continuum. And this raises the question: Has early SARS‐CoV‐2, or a precursor of it, been a member, even transiently and even possibly a long time ago, of the microbiomes of some members of the community, especially workers in wet markets, prior to mutating to greater pathogenicity and causing disease? Have attenuated variants of SARS‐CoV‐2 now become members of the microbiomes of some people? Only the testing of large numbers of asymptomatic members of society will answer this question.

A perspective {#emi15053-sec-0006}
=============

We have tried to summarize here reasons to hope for a positive outcome of the outbreak of COVID‐2, namely via progressive attenuation of the virus (Armengaud *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). There is precedence, in the epidemic that killed scores of pigs back in the 1980s. The infective coronavirus---transmissible gastroenteritis coronavirus, TGEV---has both enteric and respiratory tropism and causes an extremely severe disease. A mutation with essentially lung tropism appeared in some herds (Laude *et al*., [1984](#emi15053-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Pensaert *et al*., [1986](#emi15053-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). After a few years of evolution, this variant of the virulent TGEV, with a deletion in the tropism‐determining region of the spike protein that is used to bind specific receptors of host cells and trigger membrane fusion, had lost its virulence while propagating worldwide and essentially acting as a natural vaccine (Schwegmann‐Wessels and Herrler, [2006](#emi15053-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). This makes that TGEV is no longer of major concern for pig breeding, despite the recent emergence of yet another swine acute diarrhoea syndrome (SADS) coronavirus coronavirus (Zhou etal. 2019). Thus, besides this optimistic exit from the COVID‐19 epidemic, we should be concerned by the high recombination potential of the virus, which may erase the mutations that allowed it to evolve towards attenuation. Because infection clusters allow for high levels of virus recombination, it is critical to prevent, as far as possible, social activities that lead to creation of clusters of infection (Yong *et al*., [2020](#emi15053-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Indeed, at this very moment, it seems clear that much of the difficulty to control the disease comes from the failure to break down clusters.

To investigate some of the scenarios we have sketched above, we consider it will be useful to trace the sequence evolution of the SARS‐CoV‐2 virus from its earliest stages, and associate genotype with phenotype and disease granularity. For this, it would be very useful to obtain information on virus sequence and viral loads in:Pre‐outbreak clinical samples from asymptomatic individuals in Wuhan, where the outbreak occurred. How to obtain these retrospectively? Potential sources might be stored buccal swab samples from patients presenting with pharyngitis/laryngitis, stored clinical samples taken from patients presenting for other conditions, stored samples from post‐mortem examinations (here, viral loads in various organs would inform about tropism, etc.), especially from people working in wet markets and their families, if they existPre‐outbreak clinical samples from asymptomatic individuals in countries where the outbreak is delayed, focusing particularly on family members and friends of individuals showing symptomsLongitudinal, repeat sampling of symptomatic individuals over the course of the infection and, of their household membersSampling of different organs of individuals having succumbed to COVID‐19.
